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A current exhibition at the Sackler Gallery of Art, Yoga: The Art of Transformation,
is an attempt to capture some of the vast, intricate, and beautiful world of yoga visually.
Works from all around India are represented, from Kashmir to Tamil Nadu, from Kerala to
Kangra. This large exhibit of sculptures, paintings, illuminations, scrolls, and moving
images takes up 8 or 10 rooms. The scope covered is pre-history (we've no real idea how
old yoga is, but at least 5000 years), up to today. In a word, yes, it's vast, yet also limited.
While it's called the first exhibition of its kind, and granted it's showing what exists
visually, it’s not necessarily the comprehensive history per se. It's a good first try.
The word yoga basically means union. It is said to have come to our world directly
from enlightened beings, also called rishis or naths. Shiva is often considered the Lord of
the yoginis and yogis, and he is widely represented in the exhibit in paintings and
sculptures. The purpose of the practice and lifestyle is to recognize the inseparability of
the small, confusion-bound "I", and the universal enlightened "I". Sentient beings are
seen as a microcosm of the macro universe. In the first room of the exhibit is a beautiful,
three panel gouache painting from 1823. Each panel is roughly two feet square, and they
depict the three aspects of our nature. The Buddhist yogis call these aspects bodies, or
kayas. The first, our most subtle and vast, primordial unfettered awareness, is shown as
an empty golden field. The second shows an enlightened being manifest in their
'enjoyment' body, adorned with ornaments in an enlightened realm, also is shown in a
golden field. The third depicts an incarnate awakened being, manifest in our world realm.
This realm is depicted as an actual ground (painted in tin) this person is sitting on, with
the gold field in space or the background.

Yoga was and is practiced widely in different traditions: Jain, Buddhist, Tantra, Hindu
(Indu), Moghul and others, each of whom have variant histories and emphases. There are
also just yoga lineages, with no other philosophy or world view intermeshed with it. It was
historically primarily an oral tradition. For all these reasons, our propensity to want to fixate
on and nail down facts, dates, figures and so forth, will likely be frustrated.
There is a beautiful example of Tantric sculpture, a Shiva Bhairava, from 13th c.
Karnataka. He stands in an alcove by himself, is about four feet high, and carved of chloritic
schist, which is sort of a light grey. This Shiva is semi wrathful (he has two little fangs
peeping out between his lips), with three eyes, the center one painted red. He had four
arms - two of them have been lopped off. With one remaining hand he holds a drum, and in
the other he holds a flaming skull atop a snake enwrapped staff. He wears typical tantric
ornaments: necklaces, bracelets, anklets, and crown made of dorjes, or thunderbolts. He
also wears a necklace of skulls. All of these ornaments have specific meanings. He has a
very placid countenance, his weight settled on one hip, and looks utterly peaceful despite
the skulls and fangs. Indians aren't squeamish about such images as they are always
accompanying a highly profound meaning that has to do with our own ill informed
propensities and the liberation from them. What's not to love?
There is a large room in roughly the middle of the exhibition. In the center is a long
narrow case, maybe twenty or more feet in length. Within it is an 18th c. scroll in gouache,
gold, silver, and ink, that depicts the basic constituents of what is known as the subtle body.
It is made up of three main channels. Within these channels moves our basic life force, or
prana. Along the main axis, or shushumna, which extends from the crown of the head to
the perineum, are intersections of these main and subsidiary channels. These intersections
are called chakras, which are usually depicted as they are here - lotus blossoms with
specific numbers of petals. Each petal represents a secondary channel. This subtle body of
channels, chakras, and prana are the exceptional manifestation of our most refined, albeit
still unenlightened, consciousness. The scroll shows the 12 main chakras and these three
main rivers of energy (the other two are one on either side of the central channel). Since
the body is seen as a microcosm of the universe, the scroll also shows the 21 worlds, or
world systems in the yoga cosmology, and 7 underworlds. Within the chakras are shown
different deities, any of which can be used as a practice or means to realize the whole
through meditation. Animals and implements also signify different aspects of our symbolic
anatomy.
The practices and approaches in yoga are many, as there are differing constitutions,
propensities, and aspirations of living beings. Examples of devotion, intellectual inquiry,
action, purification, and all these in combination are shown in the collection. Like any great
movement in history, patronage is a very important factor. For instance, we don't usually
think of yoga and Islam in the same breath. Interestingly Akbar, a 17th c. Moghul king, and
his son Prince Salim, were steadfast patrons of yoga, as well as Sufism. A result of this
patronage gave us, for instance, beautiful illuminations of yogis demonstrating purifications
in manuscripts from a collection called the Ocean of Life, that describe the practices.

In modern times, as yoga has moved sharply away from India, there has been also a
significant shift of focus and utilization of the practices. Today, primarily led by the west,
there is a strong attention on the most gross facet for practice, which are movements of the
body, or asana. The word asana actually means seat, so while these movements for some
could be a path to awakening, typically they were designed to get the body ready for sitting,
or meditation. Instead of taking full advantage of the wonders of yoga, many who practice
just want a more beautiful, healthy body, or to reduce stress. Not that this is wrong or bad,
but it generally ignores much of yoga's full power and potential. This is depicted in the last
rooms of the exhibition that shows some scientific studies of yoga and its wide introduction
to the west during the Columbian Exposition in Chicago, 1893, by Swami Vivikenanda.
Gratefully there are still some teachers and lineages that practice and teach authentically.
Absent from the exhibit were mention of at least a few obvious factors in the yoga world
that deserve it. One is in the place of Rishikesh, home in northern India of many ancient
yoga lineages. Also, many modern masters went to the west at the behest of their gurus.
Swamis Yogananda, Vishnu Devananda, Satchitananada, Dayananda, Muktananda to name
a few. For some reason only Krishnamacharya and his students were mentioned in this vein.
This exhibit is a good means to start to educate the public about the profundity and ancient
roots of yoga. I hope it takes to the road.
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